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 ADT eVerify Eligibility Status Descriptions (22-23) 
See the Cal State Apply Help Center for applicant information about the eVerify process and status descriptions  

Eligibility Status Description for CCC staff users 
Blank Default status. The California Community College (CCC) has not 

reviewed record. This displays as “Pending Verification” in the 
applicants Cal State Apply account. 

Completed; degree posted Student has completed/earned the reported ADT and the degree is 
posted. The CSU campus will factor in admission priority degrees 
deemed similar to the selected CSU major. 

In-progress, will complete by 
spring term (fall application)   

Student is a declared ADT student in the correct major, has 
applied/notified CCC their intention to complete the degree (applied for 
graduation) for the spring term, and is on track to completing degree 
requirements. 

In-progress, will complete by 
the end of fall term (spring 
application) 

Student is a declared ADT student in the correct major, has 
applied/notified CCC their intention to complete the degree (applied for 
graduation) for the fall term, and is on track to completing degree 
requirements. 
Note: Priority admission for spring using the ADT requires a completed 
degree by the summer term. The CSU may only accept the fall ADT for 
articulation benefits.   

In-progress, will complete 
AFTER spring (fall apps) 
AFTER fall (spring apps) 

Use for cases where the applicant is pursuing the reported ADT and 
will complete all requirements after the term indicated.  

Verification provided directly to 
student 

Use for cases where student reported the incorrect ADT in the 
application or is earning the degree from another college in the district. 
The college can complete the paper verification for the correct ADT 
and/or additional ADT.  The verification is provided to student who is 
responsible for submitting verification form to the CSU campus(es). 

Not verified - Did not apply for 
graduation 

Applicant did not submit a petition/application to graduate 

Not verified - Earned/earning 
different degree 

Applicant misidentified the degree on the application and did not earn 
or is not earning the degree they reported.  
 

Not verified - Missing 
requirements and/or Missing 
Units 

Applicant will not have all of the degree requirements (units, courses, 
GPA) to qualify for the degree. 

Not verified - Other Used at the discretion of the community college for scenarios outside of 
the other Not Verified status options. 

Other ADT Version-Completed  
 

Applicant mis-identified the ADT version they received. Rather than 
select Not Verified – Earned/earning different degree, users can select 
this status to report the other version for the ADT was completed. 
(e.g., Bus Adm vs Bus Adm 2.0)  

Other ADT Version-In progress 
will complete by  
fall (spring apps) 
spring (fall apps) 

Applicant mis-identified the ADT version they will receive. Rather than 
select Not Verified – Earned/earning different degree, users can select 
this status to report the other version for the ADT is in-progress and on 
track to completion by listed term. (e.g., Bus Adm vs Bus Adm 2.0) 


